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Abstract:  In Cloud Computing domain data and its protection is a sensitive matter of concern as data is available with the third 

party cloud vendor. Over the years many algorithms have been proposed to cater to the problem of sensitive data and its protection 

and still solutions are coming in form of different approaches employed to find an effective solution to the problem. In earlier 

works related to this MLBAAC model has been presented catering to some of the issues of data security and sensitive data 

protection. This paper focuses on discussing and detailing the approaches used to handle the issue of data protection and 

specifically sensitive data protection of users over cloud. Further in addition to that, this paper discusses the actual implementation 

and design of the system used in MLBAAC[5][7] model for implementation of such approaches. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing and its security has been a major concern and focus area for users over the years. As the data is with cloud 

administrators so trust has always been an issue for cloud users as sensitivity of the information varies across users using cloud for 

data storage[1,2][3]. 

Many security algorithms have been proposed in recent time and implemented to prevent attacks to critical or non-critical data, 

to provide trust among cloud users. Although the need for more effective and suitable techniques to handle data related attacks have 

always been open for researchers to work out. Access control is also needed to be done for the purpose of controlling the access to 

user data[4][6][8]. Malicious users attack by making unauthorized access to cloud storage, thereby accessing important user data 

leading to losses for the organizations and even damaging the reputation of stakeholders in the organization. This problem results 

into affecting or decreasing the customer base and trust also. Another problem arising out of this situation is related to data sharing 

among cloud users[4]. Sharing of data has been the most discussed and worked out operation among cloud users working in an 

organization[4][5]. 

Cloud users think about the concerns regarding storage space provision and privacy of its data present over cloud platform. 

Storage data over a cloud often provoke the malicious attackers to attack such system with vulnerabilities. They attack by making 

unauthorized access to cloud storage, accessing confidential data leading.[4][5]  

This situation requires the CSP’s (i.e. Cloud Service Providers) providing solutions so that these type of situations and 

vulnerabilities can be prevented[4]. There are some applications in the market like dropbox which uses various security algorithms 

like SHA, DES, AES etc to secure their data [2][4]. But to make this situation work trust should be established among data owners 

cloud providers. Apart from this the location to store data files is not provisioned to be specified by cloud service user. So, the main 

solution used generally for data protection in this type of scenario is important data files encryption and moving them to storage 

servers on cloud environment[2]. 

Problem arising out of this situation is related to data sharing among CSU’s. Data sharing is one of the most common operation 

among cloud users associated with an organization[4]. So, problem with encrypted data present over cloud is as storage is done 

after encrypting the information which requires sharing of decryption keys [2],[9] it possess a security threat to the system. 

Another approach of preventing attackers invading the cloud platform security to affect the cloud service user’s (CSU) data[5] 

is by providing low intensity honey traps or pots using technique of implementing some fake servers to deviate attacker from 

original production server[5]. This problem was catered to in the previous approaches worked out. Implementing a fake server over 

the network to prevent attacks over cloud is a costly solution in terms of the resources required to make it feasible by CSP [10] 

(cloud service provider)[11,12]. So, this opens a channel for providing some low interaction and less resource requiring honey pots 

to be deployed over cloud[5]. This paper works on the requirements of data protection mechanism using various approaches. 

II. APPROACHES FOR CLOUD DATA SECURITY 

Over the years many different approaches have been laid down by researchers for providing protection to data over cloud. 

These approaches work on different principles from using cryptography, securing network by providing restricted access etc. Still 

there is need to discover more techniques as attackers in network are keep on mending different ways to bypass any sort of layer in 

an network to access restricted or confidential data of users. Many different techniques have been presented by researchers over the 

past like: 

(a) Digital Signature using SHA and AES 

For securing cloud users data a model working on this technique have been implemented in the past named as 

“MLBAAC”[4][5][7], as per that in order to secure data over cloud a mix of both digital signature[13][14] with SHA and AES 
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cryptographic algorithms [10] could be used. Implementation for the model suggest that it provided a successful way as employing 

security using the approach requires sub security procedures implemented as multiple levels of security represented in form of 

single and multi brakers[5][7] used to share different portions of the key required to access users data over cloud. MLBAAC[7] 

model implementing such approach provides a mechanism for sharing the service access key and other information with user over 

registered email id and the information shared as per implemented model as shown in Figure 1 here: 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Service access key part 1 and other shared information 

(b) Sensitive Data protection using Extension Changing Approach 

Data over cloud storage could be categorized into various categories as per the sensitivity of the information or as per 

user who is storing the data over cloud storage or using the system. As per the general categorization of information two 

categories could be sensitive and non sensitive information [15]. For non sensitive information or less critical one any basic 

or less secure mechanisms could be employed for providing security but in order to secure critical or highly sensitive data 

one needs to find out secure ways of protection. 

So in response to that requirement for securing cloud users critical or sensitive data a technique for changing the 

extension of files have been proposed as extended part of MLBAAC [5] , [7] model. This technique uses various steps used 

to provide implementation for sensitive data protection over cloud. As part of the initial step, the system provides a 

mechanism for the user to add or insert data files over his reserved cloud storage. Next step is, to access the storage area 

user will be asked to provide storage access key initially shared with him during registration process over email as storage 

identification number. As next step user needs to provide the correct pass key with which user would be able to insert and 

download his critical data files from its cloud storage area. The interface for the same is as shown in Figure 2 here: 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Interface Providing access to User’s Cloud Area 
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This interface as shown in Figure 2 gives user three options as: first with a button supporting insertion of users critical 

data files over cloud storage, second using button to download these data files and further third using a button to associate 

correct extensions with files after downloading them on its local storage for access. Even if the critical data file of a user is 

accessed by malicious insider[16,17] by some means the extension would never be correct and that would prevent attacker 

to misuse the data as correct extension could only be associated with data file from user’s protected cloud storage area by 

pressing show files button as shown in Figure 2. 

 

(c) Data Protection using Honey Pots and Their Implementation 

Another approach used in the literature is to prevent attacks using honey pots over cloud. As part of the technique the 

malicious attacker could be prevented from unauthorized access to cloud users data using honey pots which would be 

actually different duplicate preventive server implemented to disguise the attacker so as to protect actual data server[18,19]. 

Over the years many techniques were presented by researchers to deploy such honey pots but most of them are based 

on using expensive servers depicting as actual data servers so that attacker could not get access to original data. But in 

MLBAAC model [4],[5],[7] implementation system a less expensive technique was proposed to provide honey pot 

implementation[20] which proved to be less expensive and useful. It uses an alarm mechanism which would be raised and 

run in background as someone tries to access the information which he is not authorized to access otherwise. In order to 

simulate such mechanism an approach is designed and implemented using the interface shown here in Figure 3: 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Service Access Key insertion - Activating Honey Pot 

 

In this Figure 3, to access the services of a cloud user, he needs to punch in the service access key as 1926 and as he checks the 

option saying “Check to proceed…” and presses submit button, a alarm would be raised internally in the system and current user 

would be moved to the honey pot system containing some bogus data or service interface so attacker could not differentiate or 

guess as his attack was successful and he is able to bypass the security later or not. 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In this paper various approaches used for implementation of security system have been discussed and implementation for the 

same have been detailed using the implementation scenarios as per given figures. The main focus was on the techniques 

implemented as part of the MLBAAC [5], [7] model whose practical implementation have been presented in our earlier work. 

Further the techniques discussed were implemented successfully using an interface designed along with implementation performed 

on CloudSim[16] framework. As per the simulations carried out in this respect the implemented model shoes the effectiveness of 

the system. In future one could predict the usage of this system to provide extensive security in different phases of cloud 

applications. 
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